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In this age, many children due to financial issues such as poverty, cultural, mental
and health problems, etc … lose the families and are familiar with the lack of
supervision. As the children population is on the rise around the world, paying
attention to them as a part of a constituents in the society and believing that they
are the future, can support their bed and deal with their problems . Due to the
importance of creativity in the future, it is important to address the issue of orphans
who are parts of the future of the society. Creation and arouse curiosity and
creativity in children are the most important goals which have an impact on
educating of creative generation. Since the delivery of individuals to family or
community is one of the goals of children's care center, so in order to preserve the
mental health of community and also to benefit useful people , at first becoming
familiar with variety of social and personality problems of children living in these
centers, then knowing effective factors on creativity and finally adopting of
strategies and principles that resulted in design of the favorite place for child and
provided effective factors on creativity, are in objectives of this study. So content
analysis of the texts in the field of architectural design , psychology, pedagogical
science and human sciences with the terms and welfare instructions used for
children. It is the main hypothesis of research to improve the quality of space and
biological and building design on the basis of research achievements, we can promote
the creativity component in children and appropriate orphans houses to do group
participation, education, thinking and deepen sensory and emotional experiences. It
is expected that designing a favorite environment with psychological principles
considerably will decrease their anxiety and mental problems and then y considering
the effective factors on creativity in design and by adopting the principles of
architectural design and perspective, some creative behaviors such as curiosity,
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imagination, flexibility, refreshing , analysis, composition, complexity and organizing
activated and we can see growing the creativity in children.
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